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What is the imagination age: https://neeramahajan.com/the-imagination-age/ is one of many articles.

 

Why is it important to veganism? In the imagination age, physical limitations will be transitioned by mental ones. With people being able to create whatever they
envision without much e�ort, especially digitally, people may not be limited by the number of animals on this planet to achieve a vision that might require them - as they
won't use animals. It's important, because it's a turning point in relying on material commodities like animals to get anything done. It'll also accelerate veganism by: 1)
making it easier to increase veganism in the world, 2) be in a medium that caters more to vegans in certain ways, due to their knowledge of technology means because of
using it to replace animals (which non-vegans won't have, although non-vegans will have experience in long-held businesses that vegans don't have)

 

Does it go against veganism? Yes, if people don't have limitations anymore, then they can manifest their animal-destroying vision in reality by having as many real
animals as they want for their needs - as it's going to be limited by imagination, not anything physical like materials. They can also manifest non-vegan ideas digitally too.

 

How does veganism work in the imagination age? If someone wants to create a vegan paradise, they can do so in VR, rather than waiting for the right materials in
reality. They can create a vegan business and have it run in a fully automated format. Anything vegans want to create will be achievable, due to agriculture,
industrialization, and information already available to them in a way that they don't have to put much e�ort towards them.
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